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Vibrational excitation of methane by positron impact: Computed quantum dynamics
and sensitivity tests
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We report the quantum dynamical close-coupling equations relevant for vibrationally inelastic processes in
low-energy collisions between a beam of positrons and the CH4 molecule in the gas phase. The interaction
potential is described in detail and we report also our numerical technique for solving the scattering equations.
The cross sections are obtained for the excitations of all the modes of the title molecule and are compared both
with simpler computational approximations and with the recent experiments for the two distinct energy regions
that correspond to the combined symmetric and antisymmetric stretching modes and to twisting and scissoring
modes, respectively. Our calculations reproduce well the shape and the values of the experimental findings and
give useful insights into the microscopic dynamics for molecular excitation processes activated by low-energy
positron scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational excitation of molecules by electron (e2) or
positron (e1) impact is one of the elementary processes
interest in diverse fields such as gaseous electronics, pla
chemistry, planetary science, and astrophysics@1,2#. The
general picture usually employed to describe such proce
qualitatively shows the incident projectile as distorting t
electron cloud of the target molecule, which in turn exert
deforming force on the molecular nuclei, causing displa
ment of the nuclear configuration from its equilibrium. In th
end, the projectile loses part, or all, of its energy into a
brationally excited state of the molecule. As a continuat
of our work on the vibrational excitation of polyatomic mo
ecules in the gas phase, by positron@3,4# and by electron
impact@5,6#, we report in this paper a detailed study of com
puted cross sections for vibrationally inelastic scattering
positrons from methane (CH4). The use of a positron as
projectile, instead of an electron, adds some interesting p
nomena to the collision system considered. Needless to
an incident positron is distinguishable from all the bou
electrons of the molecular target so there is no effect fr
electron exchange contributions that need instead to be
sidered in the case of electron-molecule collisions. Furth
more, a positron has the possibility of picking off one of t
electrons of the target, thereby forming a positronium~Ps!
atom, provided that the collision energy is above the thre
old for the Ps formation energy, which is 5.8 eV for th
e1-CH4 system.

The CH4 molecule belongs to theTd point group and has
four types of normal modes that describe its lower-lying
brations, i.e., the symmetric stretching (n1), the twisting
(n2), the antisymmetric stretching (n3), and the scissoring
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(n4) modes~see Fig. 1 and Tables I and II!. Thus, if the
polyatomic molecule is considered as having little vibr
tional energy in the gas sample, the excitation proces
could be treated as occurring separately for the different n
mal modes that carry different fundamental frequencies
belong to different symmetries. It is therefore interesting
try to understand, within this somewhat simplified pictu
how the separate excitation for each normal mode depe

,

: FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of the four normal modes fo
molecule that belongs to theTd point group.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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TABLE I. Vibrational modes of CH4 .

Mode

Frequency~eV!

Expt.a Calc. Symmetry Activity

n1 ~symm. stretch! 0.362 0.390 A1 (Td) Raman~R!

n2 ~twisting! 0.190 0.207 E (D2) Raman~R!

n3 ~antisymm. stretch! 0.374 0.402 T2 (Cs) Infrared ~IR!

n4 ~scissoring! 0.162 0.180 T2 (C2v) Infrared ~IR!

aThe recommended values based on experiments@32#.
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on the feature of the specific mode involved without as
considering the mixing within the modes that are expecte
physically occur when ‘‘hotter’’ molecular targets are exa
ined. In particular, since then3 and then4 modes are infrared
~IR! active, a long-range interaction due to an induced dip
moment is expected to be effective for them, as oppose
the n1 and then2 modes that are instead Raman~R! active
and involve no induced dipole contributions.

Total cross sections~TCSs! for many types of atoms an
molecules have been reported in the literature~see@7,8# and
references quoted therein!, due to the development of bette
collimated positron beams@9#, while only recently the rela-
tive differential cross sections of elastic processes for C4
have been reported over a large range of scattering an
~30°–135°! @9#. In that case, however, the data still corr
spond to quasielastic~elastic scattering plus rotational an
vibrational excitations! cross sections because of the fair
large energy spread of their positron beams with a full wi
at half maximum~FWHM! of about 2 eV. The developmen
of a novel experimental technique involving a magnetiz
beam of cold positrons@10# allowed measurements of abs
lute vibrationally inelastic cross sections for CO, CO2, and
H2 @11# and also for CH4 @12#. The data have been collecte
for the first time at energies as low as 0.5 and up to sev
eV with a greatly improved FWHM value of 18 meV. Thes
experiments have thus stimulated the interest of theoretic
and spurred the formulation of computational methods t
could provide explanation as to how the phenomenon is
curring at the nanoscopic level. In the case of H2 , we have
actually calculated vibrational excitation cross sections@4#
that reproduce well the experimental findings@4,11#, and the
same occurs for the case of the CO molecule@11,13#. As for
CH4, due to the higher resolution required, the excitat
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processes of then1 and then3 modes, as well as those of th
n2 and then4 modes, cannot be completely resolved by c
rent measurements. Because of these difficulties, there
the experimental data need even more to be supplemente
theoretical analysis, to better understand the complete pic
of the vibrational excitation dynamics triggered by positr
projectiles.

The present calculation is based on the fixed nuclear
entation ~i.e., the rotationally sudden! approximation@14#.
The vibrational transition is treated within a closed-coupli
method discussed in detail in the following section. It ba
cally extends to the polyatomic targets given in the ear
proposals for diatomic molecules@15#. In a preliminary study
@16#, we have presented and discussed the computed c
sections for the collisional excitation of then1 and then3
modes, and we showed there that our calculations re
duced well the shape of experimental findings@12#. In this
paper, the calculations are extended to all the normal mo
and various theoretical features, which come into play
threshold energies for the inelastic cross sections, are ex
ined. They allow us to get a better physical insight into t
dynamics of the excitation process.

The details of the present theory and of the simplificatio
used to analyze threshold effects are described in Sec
where our numerical techniques are also presented ex
sively. In Sec. III we report on the final cross sections a
discuss their behavior with reference to various experime
and to other available calculations. We give our present c
clusions in Sec. IV. Atomic units~a.u.! are used throughou
the present analysis unless otherwise stated.

II. THE THEORETICAL APPROACH

Since the details of the present theory have been gi
before@16,17#, we provide the reader only a brief remind
as
TABLE II. Range of internal coordinates for the four vibrational normal modes of CH4 . r i is the bond
length~Å! of C-Hi , u i j is the molecular angle~deg! of /HiCHj , bAB is the angle~deg! between the planes
of /H1CH3 and /H2CH4 . Vibrational displacements for the normal coordinates are given
DRs @(amu)1/2 Å #561.

r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 u13 u24 bAB

Req. 1.082 1.082 1.082 1.082 109.47 109.47 90.0
n1 60.502 60.502 60.502 60.502
n2 658.18
n3 60.557 70.544 60.540 70.544
n4 651.46 751.46
3-2
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VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION OF METHANE BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 062703
of them. In order to obtain vibrational excitation cross se
tions we need to solve the Schro¨dinger equation of the com
posite system at a fixed value of the total energyE. Here the
total Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥ5Ĥmol.1K̂1V̂, ~1!

where Ĥmol. , K̂, and V̂ represent the operators of the m
lecular Hamiltonian, of the kinetic energy for the scatter
positron, and of the interaction between the incident posit
and the target molecule, respectively. TheĤmol. of this study
only consists of the rotational and vibrational parts of t
more complicated, full molecular electronuclear Ham
tonian. Hence, we include no effect from possible electro
excitations or from other reactive and breakup processes
other words, we assume that during the scattering the
lecular electronic wave function is always that of its neut
ground electronic stateA1 . It should also be noted here th
no Ps formation channel is considered throughout the pre
calculations as it seems to be fairly negligible at the energ
below the Ps formation threshold of the collision system c
sidered.

We also assume that the orientation of the target mole
is fixed during the collision, i.e., we invoke what goes und
the name of the rotationally sudden approximation, since
molecular rotation is usually slower when compared with
velocity of the projectile at the energies we are consideri
This is also called the fixed-nuclear orientation~FNO! ap-
proximation@14#, and corresponds to ignoring the rotation
Hamiltonian inĤmol. of Eq. ~1!. Then, the total wave func
tion could be expanded as follows:

C~r puR!5r p
21(

lnn
ulnn~r p!Xln~ r̂ p!xn~R!. ~2!

Here, xn is the vibrational wave function of the molecu
with its quantum numbern[(n1 ,n2 ,...,ns ,...,nT), whereT
represents the total number of normal vibrational modes
the target. The variablesR and r p denote the nuclear geom
etry and the position vector of the positron from the cente
mass of the target, respectively. The unknownulnn functions
describe the radial coefficients of the positron wave funct
and theXln are the symmetry-adapted angular basis fu
tions introduced earlier by us@18#. The symboln in Eq. ~2!
globally stands for the indices specifying the irreducible re
resentation and those distinguishing its degenerate mem

After substituting Eq.~2! into the Schro¨dinger equation of
the total system~under the FNO approximation! we obtain a
set of full close-coupling equations forulnn (tp) that now
include vibrational channels. These are called the body-fi
vibrational close-coupling~BF-VCC! equations@4,16#,

H d2

drp
22

l ~ l 11!

r p
2 1kn

2J ulnn~r p!

52 (
l 8n8n8

^ lnnuVu l 8n8n8&ul 8n8n8~r p!, ~3!

wherekn is written as
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vib!, ~4!

with En
vib. being the energy of the specific molecular vibr

tion we are considering. Any of the elements of the inter
tion matrix in Eq.~3! is given by

^ lnnuVu l 8n8n8&

5(
l 0n0

^nuVl 0n0
un8&E dr̂ pXln~ r̂ p!* Xl 0n0

~ r̂ p!Xl 8n8~ r̂ p!,

~5!

where

^nuVl 0n0
un8&5E dR$xn~R!%* Vl 0n0

~r puR!$xn8~R!%.

~6!

When solving Eq.~3! under the usual boundary condition
the asymptotic form oful 8n8n8

lnn is represented by a sum con
taining the incident plane wave of the projectile and the o
going spherical wave. Thus, the final integral cross sec
for the vibrationally inelastic scattering is given by

Q~n→n8!5
p

kn
(
ln

(
l 8n8

uTl 8n8n8
lnn u2, ~7!

where Tl 8n8n8
lnn is the T-matrix element produced by th

boundary matching@16#.
The interaction between the impinging positron and

molecular target is represented here in the form of a lo
potential. Thus, it is described by the sum of the repuls
electrostatic (Vst) and the attractive positron correlation
polarization (Vpcp) terms. Possible cancellations in speci
regions of space could occur between the two potential te
because they have opposite signs, a feature specific to p
tron dynamics that makes the resulting cross section to
very sensitive to the particular form ofVpcp which is being
employed in the calculations. To obtain theVpcp in the
shorter range ofr p , use is made of a simple parameter-fr
model potential (Vcorr) based on an electron-positron corr
lation energy («e-p) suggested by Boronski and Niemine
@19# in the framework of a homogeneous electron gas@20#,

Vcorr~r puR!5
d

dr
$r~r puR!«e-p@r~r puR!#%, ~8!

wherer denotes the undistorted electron density of the tar
correctly obtained from many-body calculations. In o
implementation of this model, the short-rangeVcorr is con-
nected smoothly with the asymptotic form (Vpol) of its
spherical component@21#,

Vpol~r puR! ;
r p→`

2
a0~R!

2r p
4 . ~9!

Here,a0 is the target polarizability of the spherical comp
nent denoting the dipole term.
3-3
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TABLE III. Computational details of the two-state BF-VCC calculation.

Normal
mode

Point
group l 0,max l max

Maximum number of
coupled channels

n1 Td 24 12 A1522, A258, E528, T1536, T2548
n2 D2 28 14 A5114,B15112,B25112,B35112
n3 Cs 24 12 A5182,B5156
n4 C2v 24 12 A1598, A2572, B1584, B2584
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In order to obtain a better insight into the dynamical fe
tures of vibrational excitation processes we expandVl 0n0

of

Eq. ~6! around the equilibrium geometry of the targetReq.
@14,22#,

Vl 0n0
~r puR!5Vl 0n0

~r puReq.!

1(
s

H ]Vl 0n0
~r puRs!

]Rs
J

Rs5Req.

~Rs2Req.!

1higher-order terms. ~10!

Thus, whenever we wish to consider a transition to a lo
lying excited state close to the initial state, the higher-or
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~10! are expected to give
small contributions to the total vibrational matrix eleme
and therefore could be ignored. In the present case, the
trix element of Eq.~6! could also be approximately evaluate
as follows:

^nuVl 0n0
un8&5^nuVl 0n0

st 1Vl 0n0

pcp un8&.Vl 0n0

st ~r puReq.!dnn8

1(
s

H ]Vl 0n0

st ~r puRs!

]Rs
J

Rs5Req.

^nuRs2Req.un8&

1Vpcp contributions, ~11!

where

^nuRs2Req.un8&5$@A~ns11!/2#dn
s8 ,ns11

1~Ans/2!dn
s8 ,ns21% )

t~Þs!
dn

t8 ,nt
, ~12!

if we assume the molecular vibration to be harmonic@23#.
The superscript ‘‘st’’ in Eq.~11! describes the global contri
butions of the electrostatic potential through its multipo
moments, and we omit for the moment to write down expl
itly the contributions from theVpcp interaction. When the
incident projectile is sufficiently far from the target mo
ecule, the term ofVl 0n0

st is given by its leading multipoles a

@14#

Vl 0n0

st ~r puR! ;
r p→`

2 S 4p
2l 011D 1/2M n0

l 0 ~R!

r p
l 011 , ~13!
06270
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where M n0

l 0 involves all the contributing electric multipole

moments of the molecule. With the use of the relation~13!
we can, therefore, examine the accuracy of this approxim
picture through the evaluation of the leading contributi
moments to the above matrix element. This analysis will
carried out below, after describing in detail our numeric
treatment.

A. Numerical details

The target wave function of the electronic ground state
CH4 was calculated at the SCF~self-consistent field! level
using our familiar single-center expansion method@24# ap-
plied to a multicenter Gaussian-type orbitals~GTOs!, and the
basis set employed was provided by theGAUSSIAN 98 pack-
age@25#. We have chosen the GTO basis sets of D95* type
that involves 46 primitive Gaussians contracted to 24 ba
functions „(9s5p1d)/@4s2p1d# for carbon, and (4s)/@2s#
for hydrogen…. It gives a total energy of240.2006 a.u. at
Req., as reported in Table II. The terms of the multipol
expansion of the interaction potential in Eq.~5! were re-
tained up tol 0,max, and the scattered wave function of th
positron in Eq.~2! was expanded, with the inclusion of th
lowest two vibrational statesn50 and n51, up to l max,
which yieldedK-matrix elements converged within 1%. Fo
the specific information of all the required parameters a
properties for each of the vibrations we study in the pres
work, see Table III. In order to solve the close-coupli
equations by means of standard Green’s function techniq
Eq. ~3! is rewritten as an integral equation~a Volterra equa-
tion: for details, see Ref.@26#!. In the case of then1 mode
that belongs to theA1 irreducible representation, by fixing
the molecular symmetry to be that of theTd point group, the
range of bond length of C-H was taken to vary from 0.87
1.6 Å in order to sufficiently take into account the effects
the nuclear displacements fromReq. for the lowest four vi-
brational levels. As for the other modes, the vibrational n
mal coordinatesRs were taken to vary in the range of value
given in Table II. For the asymptotic part of theVpcp, i.e.,
Vpol, we first obtain the values ofa0 from a very large basis
set @27# that consists of (24s8p4d3 f 2g1h)/
@6s5p4d3 f 2g1h# for carbon and (8s4p3d2 f 1g)/
@5s4p3d2 f 1g# for hydrogen and gives thea0 of 15.45 a.u.
at Req.. ~The computeda0 as a function ofRs , e.g., for the
n1 mode is given in Fig. 2 and is labeled 2.! We further
normalize our calculations to the experimental value ofa0
~17.54 a.u.! which is known forReq., and the result is shown
in Fig. 2 ~curve no. 1!.
3-4
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B. The asymptotic couplings

In order to analyze in more detail the leading terms th
contribute to the approximate expression of Eq.~10! de-
scribed in Eq.~11!, we need to evaluate the derivative of th
transition dipole moment~TDM! with respect to theRs at
Req. i.e., ]mn0

(Rs)/]RsuRs5Req.
. We first obtained the TDM

(mn0
), according to Eq.~13!, using the static contributions

Vl 0n0

st for the A1 irreducible representation with (l 0 ,n0)

5(1,1) for n3 and ~1,0! for n4 , computing them as a func-
tion of Rs ~see Fig. 3!. Then, we obtained the derivative by
means of a straightforward numerical differentiation by th
following formula:

FIG. 2. Five sets of computed dipole polarizabilities of th
spherical component for then1 mode of the CH4 molecule. See text
for details.

FIG. 3. Calculated induced dipole moments for the antisymm
ric stretching mode (n3) ~top panel! and those for then4 ~lower
panel! of CH4 as a function of the vibrational normal coordinates
06270
t

H ]mn0
~Rs!

]Rs
J

Rs5Req.

5H mn0
~Rs1DRs!2mn0

~Rs2DRs!

2DRs
J

Rs5Req.

.

~14!

We should also remember that the TDM derivative is rela
to the IR absorption intensityAs and can be obtained from
experimental data@14,28#

As~n→n8! ~km mol21!

516.192vs ~cm21!(
n0

u^nuM n0

l 051un8&su2 ~a.u.!,

~15!

where

u^nuM n0

l 051un8&su2 ~a.u.!

5
2.6095gs

vs ~cm21! F H ]mn0
~Rs!

]Rs
J

Rs5Req.

@D ~amu!21/2A21#G 2

~16!

with gs and vs being the degeneracy of the mode and t
corresponding IR frequency respectively. Hence, we can
derive estimates for the above TDM matrix elements
making use of the measured IR intensity. Table IV shows
computed and measured values of]mn0

(Rs)/]RsuRs5Req.
for

the n3 and then4 modes, for theDn51 transitions. As ex-
perimental values we employed the data given in Ref.@29#.
When we compare with experiments the present calculat
obtained within a fairly simple SCF description of the m
lecular electronic density, we find that our results give a r
sonably good value of]mn0

/]RsuRs5Req.
for the n4 mode,

while we obtain a larger estimate for then3 mode. Following

t-

TABLE IV. Derivatives of the induced dipole moments for th
n3 andn4 modes.

Derivative ~D amu21/2Å21! Presenta Experimentb Experimentc

]m1 /]R3uR35Req.
1.18 0.719 1.65

]m0 /]R4uR45Req.
0.582 0.501 0.815

aFrom the present calculations without scaling.
bDerived from experimental IR intensities as given in Ref.@29#.
cEstimated from the measured inelastic cross sections of Ref.@12#.

TABLE V. Computed derivatives of the spherical polari
ability.

Derivative ~amu21/2Å2! n1 n2 n3 n4

]a0 /]R3uR5Req.
2.18 0.00 8.8831023 0.00
3-5
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TAMIO NISHIMURA AND FRANCO A. GIANTURCO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 062703
Eq. ~14! we also estimate~see Table V! the derivative of the
spherical polarizability]a0 /]RsuRs5Req.

that is related to the
long-range part of the polarization potential gradie
]Vpol/]RsuRs5Req.

. Since thea0 is represented as

a0~R!5 1
3 $axx~R!1ayy~R!1azz~R!%, ~17!

when we consider the symmetric and almost symmetric fe
tures of the present normal modes~with the exception of the
n1! with respect toReq., one quickly discovers from Figs. 2
4, and 5 for then1 , n2 , andn4 modes~see Ref.@16# for the
n3 mode!, that the values of]a0 /]RsuRs5Req.

for n2 andn4

are zero while that forn3 is much smaller than that for then1
mode. The latter vibration therefore indicates the behavior
a0 as a function ofRs to be antisymmetric, as shown in Fig
2. We shall show below that all these different features of t
gradient-driven transition matrix elements for the domina
terms of the coupling potentials play an important role f

FIG. 4. Calculated dipole polarizabilities of the spherical com
ponent ~top panel! and the corresponding potential energy curv
~lower panel! of CH4 as a function of the vibrational normal coor
dinates for the twisting mode (n2).

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 but for the scissoring mode (n4).
06270
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the vibrational excitation cross sections analyzed in
present work, especially in the very low energy region n
each vibrational threshold.

III. DISCUSSION OF PRESENT RESULTS

If we begin with then1 mode, which belongs to theTd
point group, the leading terms of the anisotropic interact
potential in Eq.~5!, i.e., Vl 0n0

with ( l 0 ,n0)Þ(0,A1), give a
rather small contribution to the final sum of all potenti
terms. The spherical component of the (l 0 ,n0)5(0,A1) has
its repulsiveVst potential dominant at smallr p while, asr p
increases, the repulsive effects turn into the attractive con
butions from theVpol and further go through a point wher
the relationshipVst1Vpcp50 is satisfied. In the asymptoti
region ofr p , the potential is almost exclusively described
the attractive sphericalVpol represented by Eq.~9!. ~For more
details on the behavior of the spherical component of
potential atReq., see also Fig. 11 in Ref.@7#!. From the
above features of the potential, therefore, the collision
namics in then1 mode is the simplest one for which we ca
visualize the effects from]a0 /]RsuRs5Req.

on the final vibra-
tional excitation cross sections. We, therefore, generated
different sets ofa0 as a function ofRs (s51) for the n1
mode and report them in Fig. 2. We obtain the sets numbe
1 and 2 as described before in Sec. II A, while we artificia
produced those labeled as 3 and 4 to yield larger and sm
gradient values aroundReq.. For the set labeled 5 thea0 was
fixed at its experimental equilibrium value throughout t
examined range ofRs . In the case of vibrationally elastic
scattering, (n:0→0), as thea0 is large aroundReq., the
computed cross section also turns out to be fairly large~see
Fig. 6!: the model cross sections computed from all t
choices of Fig. 2 shows that the elastic data numbered 1

-
FIG. 6. Computed cross sections, obtained from the five set

estimated polarizabilities in Fig. 2, for the vibrationally elastic sc
tering (0→0) in then1 mode, using the two state BF-VCC metho
The present cross sections are compared with the experimental
tic cross sections~open circles! and with the total ones@30# ~full
circles!. The former quantity is derived by subtracting the contrib
tion of the vibrational excitation cross sections@12# from the total
@30#.
3-6
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VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION OF METHANE BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 062703
5, which employ the experimental value ofa0 at Req., turn
out to reproduce reasonably well the experimental elas
cross sections. The latter were derived approximately fr
the measured vibrational excitation data@12# by subtracting
them from the TCSs given also by experiments@30#.

On the other hand, when we analyze in a similar way t
inelastic process, the (n:0→1) excitation, as expected from
the form of the coupling matrix element given by Eq.~11!,
we find that also the]a0 /]RsuRs5Req.

plays a crucial role.
From Figs. 2 and 7 we see that, as the gradient around
Req. gets larger, the ensuing cross section becomes large
should be noted that the cross sections labeled 1 and 2 in
7 are very close to each other since the set of the modea0
labeled 1 in Fig. 2 is obtained by a parallel shift of th
labeled 2 over the whole range ofRs , hence there is no
gradient change in going from set 1 to set 2. The BF-VC
cross sections for then1 mode discussed below will then b
obtained by employing the set ofa0 values labeled as 1 in
Fig. 2.

In the case of the other three modes, the contribution
a0 to the vibrational excitation matrix elements is rath
small for then3 and null for then2 andn4 because, as shown
in Table V, the value of]a0 /]RsuRs5Req.

for these modes is
either zero or very small, and almost no contribution com
from this quantity to the interaction matrix element of E
~11!. The data of Fig. 8 clearly show, in fact, that the effe
of a0 on the inelastic process is highly negligible for then4
mode.

The vibrationally inelastic cross sections of then2
z , n3

z ,
andn4

z ~z component only! modes are reported in Figs. 9, 10
and 11, respectively. We show there different aspects of
calculations which we have carried out in the present wo
~For then1 mode, see Fig. 4 in Ref.@16#.! In these figures,
the open circles denote the more simple calculations ass
ated with the adiabatic nuclear vibration~ANV ! approxima-
tion described before@5,6#. No direct dynamical coupling is
active during the scattering process and the transitionT ma-
trix is computed by a simple adiabatic convolution over t

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but for the vibrationally inelast
process (0→1) in then1 mode. Calculations are done via the BF
VCC method including two vibrational channels,n50 and 1.
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initial and the final vibrational wave functions for each spe
cific mode of the target,

Tl 8n8n8
lnn

5E dR$xn8~R!%* Tl 8n8
ln

~R!$xn~R!%. ~18!

Only the first vibrational threshold is presented for each
the modes. The solid lines show the BF-VCC results th
already reached convergence when the first two open ch
nels ~n50 and 1! were considered. The inclusion of higher
closed channels essentially leaves the final cross sections
changed except for energy regions in the very vicinity o
vibrational excitation thresholds@31#. We, therefore, report
here only the results with two dynamically coupled vibra

FIG. 8. Calculated dipole polarizability as a function of the vi
brational normal coordinates for then4 mode ~top panel! and the
corresponding vibrationally inelastic cross sections (0→1) by the
BF-VCC as a function of the total energy~lower panel!. The solid
line refers to the values ofa0 normalized to the experimental value
at the equilibrium geometry, after computing thea0 as a function of
the normal coordinates. The circles were obtained by using an a
ficial value ofa0 constrained to be the measured value at the equ
librium geometry.

FIG. 9. Vibrational excitation cross sections for then2 mode.
The present cross section via the BF-VCC approach~solid curve! is
compared with that obtained by the ANV method~open circles!.
3-7
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tional channels. This feature is a clear indication of the rat
weak coupling that exists between the motion of the mole
lar nuclei and that of the positron projectile during the sc
tering process. The comparison between the exact~at least
within our modeling of the interaction! treatment of the vi-
brational dynamics, i.e., the BF-VCC method, and the m
approximate ANV results is really very satisfactory with t
obvious exclusion of the threshold region where the phys
cross sections should go to zero~as the BF-VCC calculations
do! while the ANV data do not. Although the closeness b
tween the two methods is very similar for all modes, sm
differences become already noticeable at around 2 eV of t
energy~i.e., well above the threshold! in the case of then2

z

FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 9 but for then3 mode. The cross
section via the BF-VCC~solid curve! is also compared with tha
obtained with the dipole Born approximation@14#. The latter results
are based on the calculated quantities for the vibrational freque
and the dipole derivative~triangles! and on their corresponding ex
perimental values@29,32# ~squares!. The dotted curve reports th
BF-VCC results obtained by adjusting the computed dipole der
tive component by a factor of 0.609 to match the IR experimen
value @29#. Moreover, the chain curve reports our calculations o
tained by scaling the computed dipole derivative by the factor
1.4.

FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 10 but for then4 mode.
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and then3
z modes. This means that the rather weak coupl

between the positron and the molecular nuclei does not re
require one to include corrections from the projectile kine
energy term during the scattering process and theref
away from thresholds, choosing a simpler, asymptotic-ty
wave vector is already sufficient. This is a very interesti
conclusion that bears great significance for carrying out f
ther calculations that may involve more complex polyatom
targets. We have analyzed before@6# the effects of introduc-
ing a kinematic scaling of the ANV cross sections to ma
them behave correctly at threshold. However, because of
present interest in threshold effects, we did not repeat h
this correction that was shown to incorrectly describe a
threshold structure@6#.

In the case of then3
z andn4

z modes we also report in Figs
10 and 11 the Born cross sections obtained by employ
only the coupling from the TDM effects@14#,

Qs
Born,dip~n→n8!5

8p

3kn
2 lnUkn1kn8

kn2kn8
U(

n0

u^nuM n0

l 051un8&su2

~19!

with gs51 of Eq. ~16! for the z component of the two
modes. In the present study, we obtained the cross sec
by substituting into Eq.~19!, through Eq.~16!, values of the
]mn0

/]RsuRs5Req.
and of the frequency for the two mode

given in Tables I and IV obtained respectively by either t
present SCF calculations or from the IR intensity expe
ments @29,32#. In the case ofn3

z , the Born cross section
obtained via our computed TDM~triangles! is larger than
that obtained by using the experimental values~squares!,
while for n4

z ~see Fig. 11!, the two sets of cross sections a
much closer to each other. These results suggest that
magnitude of ]mn0

/]RsuRs5Req.
markedly controls the

strength of the peaks appearing in the cross sections for
n3

z and n4
z modes just above the threshold ofn51, as we

shall further discuss below.
To see the effects of the TDM on the cross sections,

artificially adjusted the computedVl 0n0

st dipole component of

l 051 by scaling it, according to the values shown in Tab
IV, i.e., by a factor of 0.609~5 0.719/1.18! to match the
corresponding TDM derivative given by the experiment f
then3

z component, and by 0.861~5 0.501/0.582! in order to
obtain the same matching in the case of then4

z component.
As a result, the modified cross sections~labeled as TDMexpt!
get in both cases smaller than the ones labeled as TDMcalc,
and become closer to those given by the dipole Born ca
lations based on the experimental values. We have also
tended this type of sensitivity analysis by modifying th
TDM derivative given the calculations by a factor of 1.4. T
reason for this scaling will become evident after the follo
ing discussion. The resulting cross sections~labeled as
TDMscaled! in Figs. 10 and 11 have the height of these pea
near threshold about 1.9 times higher than the ones give
the TDMcalc results. This feature strongly indicates that t
inelastic cross sections in the low-energy region of b
modes are indeed proportional to the square of the dip
derivative dominating the asymptotic form of the interactio

cy

-
l

-
f
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as indicated by Eq.~19!. Thus, for then3 and then4 modes,
our numerical experiments clearly show that the TDM d
rivative plays an essential role in controlling the size of t
inelastic cross sections at low collision energies and the
fore will largely control possible agreement with exper
ments.

We additionally report in Figs. 12 and 13 a comparis
between the present calculations and the available exp
ments@12# for the (n113n3) and the (2n213n4) excitation
processes, respectively. In Table VI, we also present the
merical values for the vibrational excitation cross sections
all the normal modes obtained in this work via the two-sta
BF-VCC method. The excitation contributions from then3
andn4 modes, given their threefold multiplicities due to th

FIG. 12. Vibrational excitation cross sections (0→1) computed
with the BF-VCC method for then1 ~double dot chain!, the 3n3

~dashed curve!, and the weighted sum of the two modes~solid
curve!. The present calculations are also compared with the exp
ments@12# for n113n3 modes~filled in circles with error bars!. The
notation for the other plots is the same as that given in Fig. 10.

FIG. 13. Same as in Fig. 12 but for the 2n213n4 modes. The
cross sections reported were computed with the BF-VCC met
for the 2n2 ~double dot chain curve!, the 3n4 ~dashed curve!, and
the sum of the two types of modes~solid curve!. The notation for
the other curves reported is the same as that given in Fig. 11.
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T2 symmetry, are by far the dominating processes in
inelastic dynamics. From about 2 eV of total energy and
the way up to 6 eV, in fact, we see that the excitation pro
ability of then3 mode is more than five times larger than th
of then1 , and that of then4 contribution is about two times
larger than that from then2 . The experimental data for th
(n113n3) are close to the shape produced by our calcu
tions and clearly show the marked increase at threshold
the combined excitation process. The latter is dominated
the transition dipole contribution that is induced by then3
mode and confirms once more the strong effect of such
asymptotic interaction on the low-energy scattering proce
On the other hand, the size of our computed cross section
markedly smaller than the experiments and it becomes
markably close to them once the TDM contribution is sca
by the factor of 1.4 discussed before.

For the (2n213n4) our calculations, which implicitly use
the computed TDM derivative as shown in Table IV, al
turn out to be smaller than the experiments by a factor
nearly 2 although their shape with energy is well reproduc
by our results. To test the sensitivity of the computed inel
tic contributions by adjusting the TDM derivative for then4
mode, we have artificially scaled the corresponding dip
term by a factor of about 1.4, which corresponds to incre
ing the experimental TDM value by a factor of 1.63~see
Table IV!. We clearly see in Fig. 13 that the scaled inelas
cross sections are now remarkably close to the experime
values, as it occurred with the comparison in Fig. 12.

Finally, we clearly see from the calculations shown
Figs. 12 and 13 that our cross sections computed by emp
ing at threshold scaled TDM values are brought in go
agreement with the measured data. Such results indic
rather interestingly, that positron scattering experiments

ri-

d

TABLE VI. Vibrational excitation cross sections (10217 cm2)
from the two-state BF-VCC calculations for the transition (0→1)
of all the CH4 normal modes.

Total energy~eV! n1 2 n2 3 n3 3 n4

0.2 3.350
0.22 0.267 3.878
0.25 0.389 4.058
0.3 0.468 4.031
0.4 0.575 3.636
0.42 0.486 2.244
0.45 0.529 2.879
0.47 0.525 2.948
0.5 0.505 0.652 2.904 3.299
0.6 0.418 0.709 2.663 3.019
0.7 0.351 0.751 2.456 2.800
1.0 0.249 0.818 2.087 2.309
1.5 0.187 0.829 1.641 1.818
2.0 0.153 0.794 1.311 1.510
3.0 0.112 0.701 0.906 1.135
4.0 0.091 0.622 0.686 0.916
5.0 0.078 0.562 0.554 0.774
6.0 0.070 0.516 0.467 0.675
3-9
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vibrational energy loss processes in polyatomics confirm
dominance of the TDM contribution in controlling the size
the inelastic cross sections near threshold.

IV. PRESENT CONCLUSIONS

The work reported here models at the molecular level
quantum dynamics of vibrational excitation in a nonline
polyatomic molecule that collides with a beam of low-ener
positrons. As far as we are aware, this is the first time that
exact dynamics of the vibrational close-coupling expans
is applied to the real case of a polyatomic target undergo
gas-phase scattering with positron projectiles. We have
amined the scattering for all the four normal modes of C4
and carried out calculations both at the BF-VCC level
dynamical treatment and with the more approximate AN
convolution procedure. We further tested, for the IR act
modes, the validity of the Born calculations by using on
the transition dipole interaction in the scattering treatme
Although we are obviously able to compute separately
two stretching~the total symmetricn1 and the antisymmetric
n3! and the two bending~the twistingn2 and the scissoring
n4! contributions, the experiment reveals only two un
solved sets of cross sections for the (n113n3) and (2n2
13n4) modes@12#. Such measurements are, therefore,
final quantities with which we have compared our calcu
tions. The following conclusions could be drawn from o
results.

~1! The n2 excitation cross sections are smaller than
correspondingn4 excitation: the latter process is shown
dominate the overall excitation of CH4 from an energy of
about 0.2 eV up to 6 eV. The result is similar to that for t
excitation of then1 mode, which we found to be muc
smaller than then3 excitation~see also Ref.@16#!.

~2! The cross sections for all the modes are found to
rather featureless even close to thresholds and to increa
size as the collision energy decreases. Due to the presen
TDM contributions for then3 and for then4 modes, these
two excitations show a more marked increase of their cr
sections at threshold, a typical feature also seen in the di
Born calculations, and in the experimental behavior@12#.

~3! The ANV approximation, due to the rather weak n
ture of the positron coupling with the nuclear motion, a
pears to hold well for energies away from threshold wh
however, exhibiting the wrong energy dependence righ
threshold, as already seen in our study of electron/posit
CH4 vibrational excitation processes@5,6,16#.

~4! The present BF-VCC results, and their analysis
terms of different molecular parameters that play a role in
.
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scattering process, provide good physical insight about
details of the vibrational excitation processes at the mic
scopic level, particularly when we examine the derivatives
the induced dipole moments for then3 and then4 modes and
the derivatives of the spherical polarizabilities. The lat
were, in fact, found to play a significant role in then1 exci-
tation only, and especially at low collision energies where
long-range interaction dominates the scattering for t
mode.

~5! We have further found that discrepancies exist b
tween the values of the TDMs that are obtained from the
spectroscopy data and the TDM values~expected to domi-
nate the low-energy scattering! that are needed to reproduc
the experimentally determined inelastic cross sections
other words, the experimental cross sections very rece
reported@12# seem to be, in the very low energy region
where the values of the induced TDM are thought~and
found! to be dominant, larger than the values of cross s
tions we obtain with our BF-VCC calculations by scaling t
employed TDMs to match the IR experiments. In short, o
calculations show to be reasonable to use the collisiona
elastic cross sections close to threshold to extract estim
for the TDM values, while, at the same time, such estima
appear to be less reliable than those provided by the IR
perimental analysis.

~6! Because of the model nature of our chosen interact
however, the effect of theVpcp contributions in the interme-
diate and long-range parts of the collisional interaction
gion cannot be easily evaluated and therefore further com
tational tests should be carried out to improve agreem
with existing experiments. It remains important, however,
have shown with the present study that the ANV dynami
approximations are particularly effective for low-energy po
itron scattering and that such a simplification will be partic
larly useful when studying much larger polyatomic gases
teracting with positron beams at energies away from
excitation thresholds.
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